DMER has published schedule for remaining rounds:
There are few points to be noted.
1. You will have to fill up fresh preference form for Third round.
In this round All India Quota surrendered seats and
PWD (Physically Handicapped) would be available.
It is expected that about 150+ seats of MBBS in GMC and few BDS seats in Govt
Dental colleges would be available.
Moreover, those who were allotted but did not join in Private colleges,
these seats would also be available.
Preference form for this round has to be filled up from 18th to 20th Aug.
It may be noted that this round is a compulsory round. It means if you get an
allotment in third round then your earlier allotment would be automatically cancelled.
You can not go back to your earlier allotment.
Hence if you are holding any allotment after second round then
give only those choices in third round which are better than your
current allotment.
Those who have filled Status Retention Form after 1/2 rounds cannot take part in
third/MOP UP round.
2. Result of third round would be declared on 21st Aug.
3. If allotted a new college, you will have to join that college up to 24th Aug 3 pm for
MBBS and BDS only. For other courses last date is 31st July.
4. If you are not satisfied with your allotment till third round then you must resign your
MBBS seat (if you are allotted) 23rd Aug. obviously, those who resign/cancel would
not be eligible for further rounds.
5. MOP UP Round:It is clear that MOP UP round will be an online round. You will not be called to
Mumbai for counselling. Since DMER has not given separate time schedule to fill
preference form for MOP UP round, hence your preference form of Third round
would be considered for MOP UP round.
Result of MOP UP round would be declared on 24th Aug after 10 pm.
6. Those who get allotment in MOP Round will have to join at Grant Medical College
Mumbai on 27th Aug irrespective of which college you are allotted.
7. If seats in MBBS/BDS in Govt colleges still remain vacant then there will be
another second MOP UP round and your preferences filled for third round would be
considered for this round. Seats remaining vacant in Private MBBS/BDS colleges
would be handed over to the respective college. And these colleges would fill these
seats may be on donation.
8. Those who get allotment in second MOP UP would have to join by 31st Aug.
9. Last date of admission is 31st Aug.

